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Ginnabe Shokudo
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A neighborhood cafeteria beloved
by locals, with a taste preserved
through the generations.
Their specialty "Meibutsu Benkei
Soba" is the most popular dish, with
the highlight being the accompanying
platter of an assortment of 7 ingredients,
including grated radish and shredded
egg. Enjoy arranging your toppings as
you please!
0761-65-1432
I-46 Awazumachi
11:00〜22:00
Thurs
1min.
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Miyazono

Drop by this eatery as you stroll
through the onsen town!
The teishoku set meals, that include
a wide variety of mains such as
karaage, chicken katsu or hamburg,
accompanied by rice, pickles, side
dish and miso soup, is popular with
local regulars. You'll be tempted to
return for the daily rotating side dishes.
0761-65-1405
Wa-18 Awazumachi
11:00〜22:00
Tues
1min.
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Ceramic Experiential
Ryozan (Kutani
Workshop Gallery & Café) 4 Mura no Café

①Fill up form

②Provide personal ID ③Set oﬀ!!

Get the registration
form from the rental
shop counter, and ﬁll in
all required details.

Hand some form of
Check that the bike is
personal ID (driver's
in good condition, and
license, health insurance you're all set to go!!
card, student ID etc.) to
the staﬀ.

Points to Note

RENTAL
BICYCLE

※Bikes must be returned by 6PM.
※A late return fee will be charged if you exceed the time limit.
※If the bike is stolen or lost, you will be charged the costs involved accordingly.
※All injuries and costs resulting from road accidents are the sole liability of the user.

ＲｅｎｔａｌＦｅｅ
Standard Bike 300 yen ／day
ＲｅｎｔａｌＳｔｏｐＭａｐ
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Join Kutani ceramic hands-on
workshops at this ceramic-making
shop.
Sip on gold leaf-infused coﬀee right
in the town center of Awazu Onsen,
Hokuriku's oldest hot spring. Have a
go at the potter's wheel, or handshaping or painting your own ceramic
pieces (by reservation only).
0761-65-1108
Ka-13 Awazumachi
8:30〜19:00
No ﬁxed days
1min.
TEL
Toilet

Address
Wi-Fi

A café run by husband and wife
who left the corporate world.
We recommend the roll cake, lovingly
crafted through the warmth of family
bonds! You can enjoy the soft and
ﬂuﬀy handmade cake as a set with
the "Sonoko" coﬀee, which has beauty
and health beneﬁts. Cake takeout OK!
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Hours
Rest days
Instagram
Take out

0761-65-1214
I-20-1 Banbamachi
10:00〜18:00
Mon, Tues, Wed
6min.

Fees
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Est. time from rental stop
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For Enquiries

Ａｗａｚｕ
Ａｗａ
Ｏ
Ｏｎ
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ＡｗａｚｕＯｎｓｅｎ
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Awazu Onsen Stop
Awazu Onsen Tourism Association
9:00〜18:00 Sat・Sun
☎0761-65-1834
♨Onsen Ryokan
Ryotei Kaiseki Notoya ☎0761-65-1711
Tsujinoya Hananosho ☎0761-65-1311
Hoshi
☎0761-65-1111

ver.1.0

Natadera Temple

Kanazawa
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●Motorcar Museum
of Japan

Recharge
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粟津温泉北
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Kaga
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Seseragi-no-sato
Recreation Center

2
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Awazu Onsen

Seseragi-no-sato
Recreation Center

theme nal crafts
park!!
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Yunokuni no
Mori
Mura no Café

Yunokuni no Mori
Crafts Village

那谷町

1

0761-46-1919
Tei-1-1 Seiryomachi
6
10:00〜16:00 ♨Entry to bath until 9PM
Mon ※Next day in the event of PH
12/29〜1/3

5

Junior High School & above 400 yen
Elementary School 150 yen
Pre-elementary 50 yen

●Hiyo Shrine

Hiyo Moss Garden
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※Last entry 1 hour before closing
※Workshop registration closes 3pm

None (ad hoc closures)

Adult 550 yen
Junior High School・High School 440 yen
Child (4 years and above) 330 yen
※Excluding workshop fees

5min.
@yunokuninomori

Takigahara Satoyama
Area

3

Takigahara Quarry
●

With the idyllic setting of a river, shrine
and kominka traditional hut, plus ﬁreﬂies in
summer, this beautiful neighborhood has
been selected as one of Japan's "Top 100
Farm Village Sceneries". It is said that the
moss came to ﬂourish as an unintended
result of local eﬀorts at tending the soil to
encourage cedar growth. The wabi-sabi
aesthetic weaved from the beautiful moss,
tranquility and majestic cedar has been
receiving worldwide attention.

Akaze Dam ●

090-7083-6969
Tora-71 Hiyomachi
9:00〜16:00
In bad weather and Dec~Mar

Takigahara
Arch
Bridges

Arch bridge cluster●
TAKIGAHARA CAFE

4
3 Takigahara Satoyama Area

N

Mt. Kurakake⬇

A nature-rich locality boasting several
Komatsu Stone Culture spots, designated
as Japan Heritage. This includes stone
arch bridges built during the Meiji period,
and a massive stone quarry that continues
to operate today. At the Satoyama Nature
School's cafeteria, you can sample homely
dishes prepared by locals, from the
surrounding natural bounty.

Hiyo Moss Garden

●
Aramata Gorge

Takigahara
Quarry
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Aramata Gorge
A crafts theme park where you can
experience the myriad traditions of Ishikawa
in one place. You will feel like you've stepped
into a rural village somewhere. More than 50
hands-on workshops are oﬀered, including
Kutani ceramic painting, gold-leaf pasting,
Yamanaka lacquerware painting, Kaga
Yuzen dyeing, Wajima lacquerware gold
application, wagashi sweet-making, glass
crafting and washi paper-making.

Seseragi-no-sato
Recreation Center

At the buﬀet-style restaurant, you can
enjoy homestyle and Chinese dishes,
and even dishes made from local wild
game. Lunch is priced at 1500yen, and
tea-time bites start from 500yen. We
also recommend taking in the season's
scenic sights from the open air bath.
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Yunokuni no Mori

0761-65-3456
Na-3-3 Awazu onsen
9:00〜16:30
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Ryozan
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Hok
oldesturiku's
onsen!
●Hoshi♨
!
●Public ●Awazu Open Space

Ginnabe
Shokudo

Bath
~Odorossa~
●Notoya♨
Metissage●
●
Re-pump for 100yen!!
Miyazono
Daioji Temple
Sono Cycle●
☎0761-65-1085 ●Tsujinoya
Tradit
Hananosho♨
io

⬇

0761-65-2111
Yu-122 Natamachi
8:30〜16:45（Mar〜Nov）
8:45〜16:30（Dec〜Feb）
Adult 600 yen / E.S. 300 yen
13min.
@natadera̲temple

163

Statue of
Monk Taicho●
二ツ梨町東

ＭＡＰ

林町東

305

With a history of over 1300 years, it is said
that this temple was established in the
year 717 by Taicho, a monk who played
an integral role in opening up Mt. Hakusan
as a major religious center. Hence, Natadera
Temple has been known as a place of
worship for the revered mountain since
ancient times. Unique sights include rock
formations reminiscent of landscape
paintings, and a rock cave that symbolizes
a mother's womb (walking through takes
one through a cycle of rebirth and
puriﬁcation). An ideal place for refreshing
your soul amidst the grandeur of nature.

ＡｗａｚｕＯｎｓｅｎＡｒｅａ

0761-65-2436
U-20 Takigaharamachi
9:00〜23:00
None

24min.
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TAKIGAHARA CAFE

500m
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※Entry may be denied due to unforeseen circumstances

Adult 500 yen / E.S. 200 yen
13min.
@kokenosato

Handcrafted drinks and dishes
embodying the gifts of nature and the
seasons are the theme here, with the
galettes made from Takigahara
buckwheat ﬂour being the stars of the
show. The menu evolves as the owners
engage in daily life, glean ancestral
wisdom, and interact with producers,
captivating locals and visitors alike.

0761-58-0179
Ta-2 Takigaharamachi
10:30〜18:00
Tues, Wed, Thurs
28min.
@takigaharafarm
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